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The future is Here!
Metaverse, NFT and more ...

INTRODUCTION

Our team was formed out of the
global crypto-community

ECOSYSTEM AND
COMMUNITY

Create your own Cryptocurrency
(ICO) easily and develop your
Project!

ALLBESTICO (ALLBI)
SPECIFICATIONS

Blockchain, AI, Robotics,
we're on board.

ABSTRACT

Global Decentralized
Cryptocurrency

ALLBESTICO

This Whitepaper intents to give a brief
and general outline about the usability
of this new digital asset called ALLBI
and how any member of public can
participate and earn ALLBI. In this
paper will explore how ALLBI will
function as an alternative
cryptocurrency, the products and
services and rewards available through
the ecosystems associated with ALLBI,
the technical information of the
product/digital asset (software
specifications) named ALLBI, and how
ALLBI is designed to provide a better
experience for cryptocurrency users.

We aim to unite the perfect
Software in the perfect
Hardware!

ABOUT  US



About Us

Through our platform you can create different projects. Our team will give you full

support for successful realization. Every project created in our system is

considered part of ALLBI, the goal is for all of us to form a large team of people to

work on their projects.

Whitepaper 

ERC20

In the same way that the Internet is

revolutionizing content distribution,

CAIR TOKEN is revolutionizing content

creation by bringing together AI,

Blockchain and Robotics . Major

language models such as GPT-3,

ChatGPT, Text-to-Image Models such

as Stable Diffusion, DALL-E 2,

MidJourney, Alethea AI's Text-to-

Character AI System, CharacterGPT,

mark the beginning of a new era in the

making of content.

ALLBI

ALLBESTICO (ALLBI) is a

cryptocurrency there are two based 

blockchains on the Ethereum which

belongs to a class of ERC20 token

standard and Binance Smart Chain

(BEP-20). At the moment your tokens

are protected no matter which

blockchain they are on! 

ERC20 is a technical standard used for

smart contracts on the Ethereum

blockchain for implementing tokens.

ERC stands for Ethereum Request for

Comment, and 20 is the number that

was assigned to this request. The clear

majority of tokens issued on the

Ethereum blockchain are ERC20

compliant.

MAX TOTAL SUPPLY

666,000,000

ALLBI Tokens

BEP20

Binance Smart Chain (BSC) has been

booming with activity. Ranging from

token swaps to decentralized money

markets and cute NFTs, there are many

options to earn yield or simply to have

fun. But what do you need to get

started, and how do you do it? We’ll go

through it all in this Whitepaper.

MAX TOTAL SUPPLY

868,000,000

ALLBI Tokens

TOTAL:
1,534,000,000 ALLBI Tokens



Crypto Cryptocurrencies are digital systems (protocols) for exchanging value

between participants on a decentralised computer network. Bitcoin

(BTC) is the most famous and widely-adopted cryptocurrency.

ABSTRACT
WHAT IS CRYPTOCURRENCY?

Mining Most cryptocurrencies use hard-to-solve cryptographic puzzles called

“Proof of Work” to secure the operation of the network. The process of

verifying the cryptographic solutions is commonly referred to as

“mining”. Bitcoin introduced a “reward” system, where the miner who

solves a block is awarded a small amount of the cryptocurrency. This

reward compensates the miner for contributing their hardware and

electricity to the mining network.

Decentralization The solution of a block is a vital operation to allow distributed

consensus and add the block to the blockchain.

Technology-rooted movements like Bitcoin have demonstrated,

through the power of the default, consensus mechanisms, and

voluntary respect of the social contract, that it is possible to use the

internet to make a decentralised value - transfer system, shared

across the world and virtually free to use. This system can be said to

be a very specialised version of a cryptographically secure,

transactionbased state machine.

What isthe difference between
Cryptocurrency and ALLBI? 

Cryptocurrencies like BitCoin are based on

technology called mining for distribution of token,

where ALLBI is a new type of cryptocurrency

(tokens), built on the basis of Ethereum (ERC20)

technology and Binance Smart Chain (BEP-20).

It offers maximum convenience, maximum

security, and involves no bureaucracy. Anyone can

review the contract of the currency via a link:

ALLBI ERC20:

https://etherscan.io/token/0x0425e5bf7f52591a0

4fbe24c454ac004179c4318

ALLBI BEP20:

https://bscscan.com/token/0x613e18f13391cd4bf

edf8a904991077c7ef29ee6

The Facts

We are more than

IN CRYPTO

5 YEARS

More than

WERE CREATED WITH OUR
HELP

500 PROJECTS

Our projects have been traded by over

WORLDWIDE

500,000 USERS

https://etherscan.io/token/0x0425e5bf7f52591a04fbe24c454ac004179c4318#code
https://etherscan.io/token/0x0425e5bf7f52591a04fbe24c454ac004179c4318#code
https://bscscan.com/token/0x613e18f13391cd4bfedf8a904991077c7ef29ee6#code
https://bscscan.com/token/0x613e18f13391cd4bfedf8a904991077c7ef29ee6#code
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INTRODUCTION
A business proposal is aimed at attracting potential clients with what a company sells. It's

a document in either digital or printed form that explains product or service features,

taking into consideration the lead's needs and wants. In other words, business proposals

show how a company can help solve a customer's specific problem. 

Due to the growing need to change global economic and business logic, we created our

project - ALLBESTICO.com - ALLBI  which enables everyone to make their own

Cryptocurrency. In addition, you will be able to use ALLBI Tokens to make payments to

various merchants spanning across different industries. You will also be able to sell your

ALLBI Tokens directly from your profile without any intermediaries or commissions! That's

great, is it not? 

The table shows in percentage terms how the holders of the ALL BI tokens are rising against

the newly created by ALL BI Projects.

1

Create Your Account

Sign up on our site and enter your ALLBI
Address (TrustWallet, MetaMask or other WEB3
apps) which you will use to create your
Cryptocurrency!
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Pay and create ICO
If you choose to create your Crypto Project, you
must select your Crypto Project parameters -
(name, number of characters, site name ... etc.).
Any additional questions can be clarified with our
team: office@allbestico.com

2

Sign in to your
Profile
You can enter your Cryptocurrency
parameters whenever you like, after
making the payment!

Payment method
Depending on the year, you can
pay in ALLBI, ETH and BNB.
Paying in ALL BI will give you
bonuses and privileges.



Payment method Percentage

Phase 1 Gold ALLBI
worth 10 000 USDT ≈60%

Phase 2 BNB
worth 15 000 USDT ≈35%

Phase 3 ETH
worth 15 000 USDT ≈15%

TOTAL Paid Out ≈1,000,000 USDT 100%

We will create your
project and integrate it
into our system. 

Once we've done
everything for you,
we're sending you
important information
that will allow you to
control and develop
your project yourself!

Consumer Attitudes
SPECIFICATIONS

Paying with ALLBI Tokens speeds
up the process of creating your
cryptocurrency. 

If you pay via BNB or ETH, you
need to allocate an additional
5% of the tokens of your newly
created cryptocurrency to our
team.

Benefits



ALLBI ALLBI
Projects

ALLBI
Projects

ALLBI

Phase 1 Gold
ALLBI

Phase 2
BNB

Phase 3
ETH

Work on your
site blockchain

advertising
integration

worth 10 000
USDT

Work on your:
site blockchain

advertising
integration

+5% commission
from your tokens

worth 15 000
USDT

Work on your:
site blockchain

advertising
integration

+5% commission
from your tokens

worth 15 000
USDT

5 working
days

10 working
days

10 working
days

What sets us apart is the way we work with you
We are a team of exceptional programmers and visionaries who want to help

each idea and together to change the world. We are one community
together with every project created on our system. That is, you and we

together are one! With you and your ideas, motivation and creativity, our
names do not matter. We will rely on hundreds of programmers to be able to

meet your expectations of perfect and trouble-free work.

We are always by your
side
We are a direct reflection of your success!
Each of you will receive individual
attention to your project. Many experts
will work for you. Do not hesitate to sign
up for our site - The tokens are limited,
Time is limited, but your options are NOT!

Make your project yourself or
with friends
Tell everyone and your tokens will sky-rocket!
Our project is an innovation in the crypto
world, as it creates a precedent in
collaboration, communication and the
development of relationships between project
creators and every client. The goal of the
project is to become one whole!

Anonymous CEO

ECOSYSTEM AND
COMMUNITY



We have created some very successful crypto projects. Our projects were top
trending in crypto and won top spots in CMC. But we cannot guarantee that they will
be successful in the long term and get wider support from large investors. The risks
facing newly created crypto projects with inexperienced teams are huge. We
support innovative ideas and entrepreneurs to enter the crypto industry, but the
successful development of any project takes time and carries great risks when it
comes to crypto.

  Some of the most interesting projects that have been created at ALLBI in recent years:

Crypto Name Status Smart Contract:Category Trade:

Gaming-T-Bot.com
GTBOT

Active AI PancakeSwap

Crypto-AI-Robo.com
CAIR

Gaming

7

Paused

Active

BEP20

BEP20 PancakeSwap

onLEXpa.com
onLEXPA BEP20 PancakeSwapEducation

Bitcoin Metaverse
BITMETA Paused Metaverse BEP20 PancakeSwap

ALL BEST ICO SATOSHI 
SATSALL Active BEP20 PancakeSwapPartnerships

GPT-1 ALLBESTICO
GPT-1 DePin BEP20 PancakeSwapActive

https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/gaming-t-bot/
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/gaming-t-bot/
https://pancakeswap.finance/swap?outputCurrency=0x604642b431edc7a036cab175adce1f40b6654fe0
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/crypto-ai-robo/
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/crypto-ai-robo/
https://bscscan.com/token/0x604642b431edc7a036cab175adce1f40b6654fe0
https://bscscan.com/token/0x48a8ba1754fe84e2f9dfa97982e524f18e5b4bd3
https://pancakeswap.finance/swap?outputCurrency=0x48a8ba1754fe84e2f9dfa97982e524f18e5b4bd3
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/onlexpa/
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/onlexpa/
https://bscscan.com/token/0x4d48a73bd08dd20f17111c41a8d2b7dd5012eefd
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/bitcoin-metaverse/
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/bitcoin-metaverse/
https://bscscan.com/token/0x04d9abba71ee36c857d8d8062382df80537d539c
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/all-best-ico-satoshi/
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/all-best-ico-satoshi/
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/all-best-ico-satoshi/
https://bscscan.com/token/0x6101dc7289eb8f31a0c93e6b36fecb52fd3de9f2
https://pancakeswap.finance/swap?outputCurrency=0x6101dc7289eb8f31a0c93e6b36fecb52fd3de9f2
https://www.dextools.io/app/en/bnb/pair-explorer/0xc4e8c1b0c6e6f36af8bbb3d554cb4e3a7054f294
https://coinmarketcap.com/view/distributed-computing/
https://bscscan.com/token/0xc2c07cd0f570ee77c05b4360982a38d0306c534a
https://pancakeswap.finance/swap?outputCurrency=0xc2c07cd0f570ee77c05b4360982a38d0306c534a


So far we have implemented important innovations in ALLBI, but we

won't stop there. We have the requirements for a Crypto Currency for a

fair economy, and have identified important features that will be

implemented in the near future.

Also read our tips on how you can invest wisely. Success!

ALLBI 
Team

Meet some of the leaders of
our great team:

Adam Musk

Erik Cooper

Bianca Teylar

Damian Anderson

CEO & Founder

COO & Founder

Advisory board 
(pro-bono)

Chief Advisor



Increase your
security level
Be careful with
your personal data!
� Do not post the same message multiple times. If

anyone can help you it will.

� No spam or scam discussions. Let’s keep this

group clean and relevant. If you receive spam via

DM, please let us know and we will take care of it.

� Be respectful. 

� Never share a private key or 12 words mnemonic

phrase with anyone.

� Please do your own research before making any

decisions. Always check the genuineness of

websites/system/contract/ token/dapp .

� The staff will never be the first to send a message

to anyone.

Adam Musk
Founder & CEO



"Don't invest more than you can affordto
lose."

✅Thank you for readingand taking note of
thesesimple rules.

Welcome to our Community!

Be smart
 ♦Our customer support NEVER communicates
via direct messageson Telegram. Beware of
scammers that may impersonate our teammates.

 ♦In order to ensure the security of your assets,
please DO NOT disclose your account ID,
password, verification code or any other personal
information.

Study
Divide your fundsinto two types of
investments. The first type represents
money you can afford to lose, and the
second contains money you can't afford
to lose.

For example, you might have a
tolerancefor losing a few hundreddollars
left over from a tax refund or payments for
overtime at work. On the other hand, you
might have savingsthat you will depend on
for your retirement income,and you can't
afford to lose any of it. You will find it
useful to divide your money so you remain
absolutely clear about which portion you
can't risk.

PLEASE KEEP
IN MIND



ALLBI

coinmarketcap.com/currencies/all-best-ico/

coincodex.com/crypto/allbestico/

www.coingecko.com/en/coins/all-best-ico

FIND US AT:

STAY
TUNED!

ALLBI 
ALLBESTICO.COM

finance.yahoo.com/news/best-ico-allbi-token

investorsobserver.com/news/all-best-ico-allbi

br.beincrypto.com/ico

THE MEDIA ABOUT US:

https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/all-best-ico/
https://coincodex.com/crypto/allbestico/
https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/all-best-ico
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/best-ico-allbi-token-allows-110000437.html?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAMmNLDETPJhjErFIEWTt0RPAEgXLoYOza90jXzAMWgFInbSuIsUUea3ZNsAupAppelfmNkMmmUsSDNGXJNKIxC27Xr9qrejEACZbWcZcubNmBz1LghlJXPSh1xz3_FLPIv-esB5zrA8zxFnssGzi5Bb7LRUKhVh2R2xUvGawAzL7
https://www.investorsobserver.com/news/crypto-update/is-all-best-ico-allbi-trending-lower-or-higher-monday-3
https://br.beincrypto.com/ico-faz-manchetes-apos-10000-de-valorizacao-aqui-estao-3-outras-criptos-em-tendencia-esta-semana-digitoads-borroe-e-inqubeta/

